PRESS RELEASE
Travelport signs renewal agreement with Air Astana
Oct 20th 2016: - Travelport and Air Astana, the national carrier of Kazakhstan (a joint venture of BAE
Systems and the National Welfare Fund Samruk-Kazyna), have announced the signing of a new longterm, full content agreement.
The agreement extends Travelport’s and Air Astana’s existing relationship and provides all Travelportconnected travel agents globally, with access to all of Air Astana’s content. In addition, Air Astana has
signed up to Travelport Rich Content and Branding meaning that the airline can better promote its full
offering to Travelport-connected travel agents and allow them to access full information on the airline’s
branded fares and ancillaries and in turn, sell more effectively to customers. Over 180 airlines are now
live with Travelport Rich Content and Branding, an industry leading number which confirms the value
airlines are seeing in this innovative solution.
David Gomes, Commercial Director, Air Commerce at Travelport commented: “We’re really pleased to
have announced this renewal agreement with Air Astana today. Not only do travel agents using
Travelport continue to have guaranteed access to the airlines’ published inventory, but the fact that the
airline has now also signed up to Rich Content and Branding means they will be better equipped to fully
understand the airline’s entire offering including its ancillaries and optional extras.”
About ITQ
InterGlobe Technology Quotient (ITQ), a strategic business unit of InterGlobe Enterprises is a leader in aviation,
hospitality and travel related services, contributing to the growth of market through innovation and service
leadership by building businesses and represent global brands that deliver quality and value.
ITQ is an official distributor of Travelport in 6 markets across Asia Pacific region including India and
Sri Lanka. Headquartered in Gurgaon, the company provides cutting edge travel technology solutions with
unmatched inventory options to its customers helping them increase their productivity and business efficiency.
With an extended network over 500 cities having 20 dedicated offices and 14 REPs, InterGlobe Technology
Quotient reaches out to over 12,500 agency terminals, has a nationalised service centre and 16 training centres
with state-of-the-art infrastructure and facilities matching international standards.
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